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Abstract. Evolution of advanced manufacturing technologies and the new manufacturing paradigm has enriched
the computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) methodology. The new advances have put more demands for CIM
integration technology and associated supporting tools. One of these demands is to provide CIM systems with
better software architecture, more flexible integration mechanisms, and powerful support platforms. In this paper,
we present an integrating infrastructure for CIM implementation in manufacturing enterprises to form an integrated
automation system. A research prototype of an integrating infrastructure has been developed for the development,
integration, and operation of integrated CIM system. It is based on the client/server structure and employs object-
oriented and agent technology. System openness, scalability, and maintenance are ensured by conforming to
international standards and by using effective system design software and management tools.
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1. Introduction

Computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) can be defined as the use of information tech-
nology in support to manufacturing technology for effective communication, coordination,
and cooperation of human, and other heterogeneous and distributed manufacturing system
components (machines, applications, and information systems) in order to improve overall
productivity and efficiency. The new advances in advanced manufacturing technology and
IT have put more demands for CIM integration technology and associated supporting tools.
One set of demands is to provide CIM systems with better software architecture, more
flexible integration mechanisms, and powerful support platforms. In this paper, we present
an integrating infrastructure for CIM implementation in manufacturing enterprise to build
an integrated automation system.

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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A complete integration paradigm includes three levels of integration (Tzafestas, 1997)
covering physical system integration, application integration, and business integration lead-
ing to the total integration of a manufacturing enterprise that has been referred to as an
integrated automation system. This approach is applied in an integrated way to all activities
from design to delivery and after sales, and uses various methods, means, and techniques
in order to simultaneously improve productivity, decrease cost, meet due dates, increase
product quality, secure flexibility at local and global level in a manufacturing system, and
involve every actor.

Integrating infrastructure (II) provides a complete set of supporting tools for rapid appli-
cation system development and application integration in order to reduce the complexity of
CIM system implementation and to improve integration efficiency. By providing common
services for application interaction and data access, an integrating infrastructure fills the gap
between different kinds of hardware platforms, operating systems, and data storage mech-
anisms; it also provides a unified integrating interface, which enables quick and efficient
integration of different applications in various computing environments. At the application
level, II provides tools and application prototypes for each specific application domain to
help building various CIM applications. Several II products have emerged although their
coverage is limited. One major reason is that, generally, they only provide an application
programming interface for users, so that the user still needs to spend much time in coding,
compiling, and integrating existing applications.

The AMICE (European computer integrated manufacturing architecture) project defines
the functionality of integrating infrastructure services (ESPRIT, 1993). II provides a struc-
tured set of system-wide services, thereby avoiding redundancy of functions in an enterprise.
II supports integration by providing homogenous access to system components. It also pro-
vides a unifying software platform to achieve integration of heterogeneous hardware and
software components. Information systems at each level of the enterprise provide pieces
of the overall picture of how a business functions. Information must flow automatically
between different applications and users must have fast and easy access to the right in-
formation regardless of where it resides. In this paper, we present an II for CIM system
implementation in manufacturing enterprise to develop an integrated automation system.

2. A literature review and the evolution of II technology

A review of literature on database frameworks, knowledge-based systems, enterprise on-
tology, enterprise application integration, and integrating infrastructure for CIM system
implementation is presented in this section.

Database frameworks

Kim and Nof (2001) propose two models for the design of collaboration frameworks for
distributed CIM data activities. Deng, Xu, Wang, and Wang (2001) has dealt with integrat-
ing techniques for multi-databases in CIM enterprises and describe the schema structure
and client/server-based system architecture of a multi-database for CIM integrated plat-
form. Brown (2001) describes the nature of data transfers from the “shop floor to top floor
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automation” and has stated that an efficient and future-proof means of data transfer from
factory floor to enterprise is an ultimate goal of a manufacturing information system. But
issues related to interfacing and interoperability have not been adequately addressed.

Knowledge-based systems (KBSs)

Woss, Wagner, and Retschitzegger (1999) illustrate how rule-based management of product
data allows data exchange between several CIM component to be enabled and possibly
automated. However, the maintenance of knowledge-bases and their needed redesign when
incorporating new application systems has not been fully addressed. Harkins and Antanies
(1999) has stated that an integrated plant information system converts data into knowledge
and when combined with a decision support system and advanced controls, provides means
of turning knowledge into profit.

Brown (1999) presents an integrated information model with knowledge management
as its focus, but does not address logical rules for decision-making. Delic, Douillet, and
Dayal (2001) argue that real-time decision support systems are complex, because they must
combine elements of several different types of technology, such as enterprise integration,
real-time systems, workflow systems, knowledge management, data warehousing, and data
mining.

Enterprise ontology

Ontologies are used to specify the tasks addressed by the components of enterprise engi-
neering systems (Gruninger and Fox, 1994). According to Guarino and Giaretta (1995),
ontology is a modeling view of knowledge engineering in the field of artificial intelligence
and is a research of constructive modeling process of an objective reality. Uschold and King
(1995) highlight knowledge-sharing and reuse as primary advantage gained from ontologi-
cal applications. Such an ontological application is essential to achieve faster agreement on
conceptual models of systems and more consistent use of terms and concepts throughout
the development and implementation of II. Fox and Gruninger (1997) introduced ontologies
as a basis for modeling enterprises. Ontologies enable a precise specification of enterprise
structure and the application of this structure to the problem of designing an enterprise whose
processes are integrated with its organization structure and behavior (Gruninger, Atefi, and
Fox, 2000). It should be noted that the development of ontology for enterprise models has
been used as the basis for the development of II in the CIMOSA project (ESPRIT, 1993).

Enterprise application integration (EAI) and integrating infrastructure (II)

ERP systems were introduced into companies to solve various organizational problems,
and to provide an integrated infrastructure. Autonomous and heterogeneous applications
co-exist in companies with ERP systems and integration problems remain. EAI is a new
class of integration software that leads to the development of strategic business solutions by
securely incorporating functionality from disparate applications. EAI could be the solution
to ERP’s integration problems (Themistocleous, Irani, O’Keefe, and Paul, 2001). Weston
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and Coutts (1994) identified the properties of integrating infrastructures to highlight fea-
tures of existing integrating infrastructures, with reference to enabling system integration
on an enterprise-wide scale. Puschmann and Alt (2001) argue that the need to integrate
the packaged software applications, such as enterprise resource/business planning, supply
chain management, customer relationship management, and electronic commerce systems
with each other as well as with existing or legacy business applications for a standardized
integrating architecture for the flexible implementation of new business processes across
different organizations and applications.

To share information, an infrastructure is needed (Shaw, 2000). At present, manufacturers
look for middleware systems that can be customized to meet their specific needs, with
scalability and flexibility to allow deployment at a pace to suit each individual user (Divins,
2000). Nguyen (2000) deals with an EAI-based modeling scheme of e-business solutions for
an enterprise and across enterprises. Yasuhiko, Tsujimoto, Yamada, and Yamamoto (2002)
propose multiple character-agents interface (MCI) as an information integration platform,
where multiple animated life-like characters interact with each other and with the user to
retrieve and integrate information from the Internet. The MCI makes the process open to
the user and allows collaborating with the character-agents.

The database-related literature does not suggest an optimal database storage and retrieval
system. The literature related to KBS insist that KB is a requisite for CIM-based IAS that
falls short of the required precision in highlighting the logical flow and controlling the
information. The literature under EAI and II concerns their development for manufactur-
ing enterprises. This literature on CIM systems deals with highlighting different islands
of automation and associated parameters, which are impediments in the optimization of
manufacturing processes and as a pre-requisite for the implementation of CIM-based IAS.
Moreover, the literature paves the way to the development of II for the implementation of
an integrated automation system.

An information system can be developed by creating a set of user interfaces using an
object-oriented technique. With software development tools, information systems are devel-
oped through a modeling process by creating and manipulating information system models.
The need to integrate information from different applications of an enterprise leads to the
information integration concepts and later to the development of a common information
integrating infrastructure. Early forms of II have supported the development of application
software, but their support for application integration was rather weak. From the beginning
of the 1990s, II technology moved into a phase of supporting wider application development
and integration in a heterogeneous distributed environment. To meet these requirements,
several concepts, paradigms, and specifications, such as middleware, client/server archi-
tecture, object-oriented methodology, open system interconnection, distributed computing
environment, common object request broker architecture, component object modeling, and
distributed COM were introduced for the conceptualization, design, and development of
II (Dhinesh, Karunamoorthy, Roth, and Mirnalinee, 2002b). Based on these advances, a
new form of II is proposed by the authors. Figure 1 shows a multilayer II consisting of:
communication layer, information management service layer, and function service layer.
Collectively these layers provide common system-level services. These services form the
middleware layer of the II. The higher layers of the II are classified as general-purpose
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Figure 1. A multi-layer II.

API, domain specific API, and application development integration tools. II extends the
integration from specific domains (including management, planning, and manufacturing
execution) to the entire enterprise.

The various integration approaches include a technical approach using middleware, mes-
saging, and file transfer technologies. Data integration includes data base replication, direc-
tory services, common data definitions, and storage. Business process integration requires
thinking in terms of logical business processes, even when they cross boundaries of a par-
ticular application, and a user interface approach makes use of the web and portals to unify
applications in an enterprise. For flexibility and reconfigurablity, we need a message passing
in distributed multi-tier application architecture.

However, the complexity of manufacturing systems and the lack of an effective integra-
tion mechanism raise problems for CIM system implementation. Some of these problems
are:

(1) Lack of openness and flexibility. An integrated system is generally inflexible rather
than open structured and it is difficult to incorporate new technology. Lack of flexibility
makes it difficult to update when it is required with evolving enterprise requirements.

(2) Inconvenient and inefficient interaction between applications. This is caused usually
by heterogeneous platforms, non-standard data presentations, and low-quality system
management.

(3) Difficulty in integration of a legacy information system. Many enterprises imple-
ment CIM system on existing information technology, and wish to retain their old
investment. But there lacks effective means of combining legacy resources into a new
system.

(4) Long time for CIM system implementation. Without powerful application-oriented
supporting tools, the implementation process is time consuming and inefficient. This
leads to greater risk and higher expense for the enterprises.

(5) Inconsistency of user interfaces. In an integrated system, different user interfaces with
similar functions lead to a confused understanding and possible misuse of the system.
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3. Motivation for the II development

It seems that to satisfy the evolving market need, manufacturing facilities need to integrate
plant automation systems with enterprise business system (Dhinesh, Karunamoorthy, Roth,
and Mirnalinee, 2002c) in order to bring their manufacturing facilities under control and to
satisfy the time dependent supply-chain requirements of global e-commerce (which is still
evolving). Integrated automation is an essential success factor in automation, controls, and
information systems (Dhinesh, Roth, and Karunamoorthy, 2002a). The development in the
area of integrated automation is strongly influenced by standardization efforts in control en-
gineering, computer engineering, and information technology, which follows the efforts in
ISO and IEC standards. Integrated automation concepts now provide cost-effective answers
to production requirements in virtually all areas of industry to eliminate uncertainties, in-
troduce greater reliability, better information flow, and increased responsiveness. Integrated
automation leads to reuse of existing objects, such as architecture, database, frameworks, ap-
plications, hardware, software, design specifications, resources, information, project plans,
procedures, and policies, and is based on the integration of different functions (Siemens,
2001) into a single optimized model. Integrated automation (IA) provides an information
aggregation and decision-support infrastructure that delivers information to every user from
senior executives, production-line workers, sales officers, suppliers, customers, and partners.
IA capabilities enable firms to turn environmental trends (rapid market changes, increasing
complexity, declining opportunities, and economics of sale) into opportunities for gaining
a competitive advantage. The easy availability of production and field data facilitate quick
product design changes, resulting in better engineering, and quality.

For the design of such systems, technologies such as integration brokers, application
servers, and web services provide integration capabilities. Integration brokers have his-
torically provided messaging, intelligent routing, translation, and transformation (Zahavi,
2001). More recently, application servers have offered more in the way of reliability, scalabil-
ity, transaction management, and are evolving into full integration platforms. Web services
are evolving and there are some pitfalls in web standards in terms of scalability, reliabil-
ity, security, and management. Even though industries have more choices for solving their
integration issues, effective management of II require more tools and techniques to solve
these issues.

A possible solution to this problem is the development of a conceptual framework or
generic architecture for system integration, which allows categorization of the various meth-
ods and consequently their conformities and discrepancies that can generate uniformity and
mutual understanding. The II architecture facilitates a powerful and convenient integra-
tion environment, which consists of common services, standardized interfaces, integration
mechanism, prototypes, and tools for automating the development of IAS. To optimize
the operating characteristics of a manufacturing enterprise, here remains major problems of
unifying the goals and activities of individual processes, while retaining sufficient flexibility
in the holistic systems formed. Methods and tools are required that are capable of defining
and constructing complex integrated systems, which enable them to realize system-wide
goals, where invariably those goals can continuously change with the characteristics of the
consumer, supplier, labour, and financial markets within which they operate. In particular,
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therefore, it is necessary to realize improved support for formally specifying the way in
which the entities (processes, computer systems, people, automated equipment, and other
components of an integrated system) of a manufacturing enterprise do inter-operate and en-
act formal specifications so that system building and change can be achieved in a structured
and effective manner. This needs to be achieved with sufficient realism and completeness
to guide subsequent system implementation (Weston, 1994). This paper consider ways
of facilitating integrating infrastructures, which themselves offer computational means of
implementing and supporting the operation of integrated manufacturing systems.

4. Basis of the proposal

We discuss the development of II on the basis of the framework of CIM open system archi-
tecture (CIMOSA) (ESPRIT, 1993). The aim of CIMOSA is to provide open system archi-
tecture to support integration of CIM system components (ESPRIT, 1993; Kosanke, 1992).
To this end, CIMOSA provides an integrating infrastructure and a modeling framework
(Vernadat and Zelm, 1993). Enterprise application integration uses middleware technolo-
gies, such as remote procedure call, database, message oriented middleware, distributed
object technology, and transaction processing monitors to reduce the integration issues. II
supported by CORBA and COM/DCOM can be used as the underlying infrastructure for
EAI. Services are not part of a core in EAI building blocks, but aid the developer in im-
plementing a solution. The four basic building blocks for EAI are: communication model,
method of integration, middleware, and services (Ruh William, Maginnis, and Brown,
2001). An enterprise should go through four life stages to effectively implement integrated
automation (1) initial stage: organisations must plan, learn, and architect with the intent of
achieving early success, (2) architectural stage: organisations must create an architecture
that can be understood by designers and developers, and to promote future reuse, (3) or-
ganisation stage: organisations must apply the results from the first two stages across the
organisation and expand EAI services, (4) enterprise stage: the organisation has mastered
EAI and is effectively employing and measuring the effectiveness of its EAI architecture.

4.1. CIMOSA integrating infrastructure

The CIMOSA integrating infrastructure is an enabling technology that makes it possible
to execute CIMOSA models, i.e., to control and monitor day-to-day enterprise operations
described in the model. The CIMOSA integrating infrastructure provides support for sys-
tem integration and application integration as a uniform platform made of a set of common
services available to all users and functional entities on all nodes of a distributed system
(Querenet, 1992). The aim of the II is to transform a highly heterogeneous execution en-
vironment into a more homogeneous world and to ensure system interoperability amongst
different vendor components. It provides a unified software platform to achieve an integra-
tion of heterogeneous hardware and software components of a CIM system. The CIMOSA
integrating infrastructure (ESPRIT, 1993) as shown in Figure 2 consists of five interacting
sets of services. These set being called entities. They are:
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Figure 2. CIMOSA integrating infrastructure services.

• Business entity provides generic functions to control the enterprise operations according
to the contents of a CIMOSA model.

• Information entity provides generic functions for data access, data manipulation, and data
integration.

• Presentation entity provides generic functions to support an integration of enterprise
components.

• Common service entity provides common services to other entities.
• System management entity provides generic functions to set up, monitor, and maintain

the information technology components.

4.2. Role of semantic web technology and web services in enterprise integration

The emergence of the web, and its underlying Internet technologies, is fundamentally a key
factor in the emergence of EAI and to the changes in the IT environment. Web has become
a major computing platform and a uniform interface for sharing data; many organizations
have found interest in delivering information through the Web, both in Internet and intranet
environments (Atzeni, Merialdo, and Mecca, 2001). Web provides universal connectivity,
and a platform for business competition. Using the Web infrastructure, intranet supports
intraorganizational business processes. Extranets on the other hand connect enterprises to
their partners and the Internet links the enterprises to their customers, and partners globally.

Tinham Brian (2000) has stated that rethink your business on the web for integrating
their internal islands of information technology and their external supply chains to build a
responsive, inclusive foundation before venturing into e-business. Web today is in a stage of
maturation lending extensive scope for integration of diversified applications wherein it is
involved. The web provides the ability to integrate the underlying information systems and
business processes quickly (Shaw, 2000). Applications such as remote maintenance, remote
testing, and remote control of automated systems become possible using web technology. To
build the web applications, an enterprise needs to remain competitive and should master EAI.
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5. The development of an II

In order to have a tactical or strategic focus and organizational scope, while choosing
an II, enterprise technology decisions should include project scope, complexity, type of
project (new application development or an integration of existing enterprise entities), stan-
dards, and skills. For the implementation of CIM systems, integration of different appli-
cations of the enterprise has to be squarely addressed. A complete integration paradigm
includes the integration of data sources, an application function, and business processes.
A component-based system supports elements conforming to certain standards and allows
instances of elements to be plugged into a framework (Szyperski, 1998) that improves inter-
operability and modularity. Middleware technology aims at building an application system
by integrating heterogeneous components and enables component integration at runtime.
Middleware can be defined as “a software layer that provides a programming abstrac-
tion as well as masking the heterogeneity of the underlying networks, hardware, operating
systems, and programming languages” (Coulouris, Dollimore, and Kindberg, 2001). This
advancement in technology paves the way for more flexible II development. II hides the
location, storage, and physical placement of information and resources, and manages the
link with the underlying communication infrastructure. The development of an II consists
of designing the system architecture, defining the functionalities for inter-operation, and
aggregation.

5.1. II system architecture and design decisions

The system architecture of an II is illustrated in Figure 3. This is a client/server struc-
tured, object-oriented platform with a high degree of flexibility. The primary functionality
of the architecture is to integrate applications in a heterogeneously distributed computing

Figure 3. System architecture of an II.
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environment, with various operating systems, networking protocols, and database manage-
ment systems. The communication system provides a set of services that underpin commu-
nication between various applications. The global information system allows applications
to access databases in a common way.

At the application level, various manufacturing applications, such as CAD, CAPP, MRP,
and SCM are integrated using an application programming interface. Since this archi-
tecture conforms to a client/server environment, a remote procedure call is utilized for
application integration. Also, middleware technologies such as COM/DCOM and CORBA
enable system integration in the application integration platform to share remote informa-
tion.

The system design allows the integration of application in a heterogeneous distributed
computing environment such as different operating systems, network protocols, and data-
base management system. Integration services incorporated include visual tools for rapid
application integration and creation of new services, while foundation services have been
made to provide functions for managing users and service providers. Support services have
been adopted to accelerate infrastructure functionality. Integrated tools are made to facil-
itate portal deployment and management. Communication service and global information
systems are application-independent services that are not designed for specific applications,
but for general services. Thus this architecture enables information integration and appli-
cation integration. Application-dependent API is used for quick and easy development of
domain specific applications.

II is developed using DCOM technology (Microsoft, 2000), as middleware and a
knowledge-based system for decision-making. DCOM supports platform dependent and
language independent applications. It enables components to communicate directly over a
network in a reliable, secure, and efficient manner. It is designed to operate across network
transports including Internet protocols such as http and enables local inter-process com-
munication with a special network protocol, when a client and its component reside on the
same machines.

Knowledge-base is used as a superior tool for distributing decision-making expertise and
provides the ability to capture critical business knowledge. This knowledge has been used in
existing applications and made available in an enterprise for decision support. It is made to
use a rule-based technique for decision making in the form of structured if-then statements.
A KBS generates a file with an updated list of processes, their current status ready for
execution, and an HTML file containing the status of the system for viewing with a web
browser and links to the other web pages as output. The adaptability of web technology in
the overall process has been structured to allow an application to be quickly distributed to
all applications.

5.2. System modules

Application programming interface (API) is a mechanism by which functions and modules
can be accessed by the application. The application service interface utilizes a suite of C
runtime functions that facilitate access to the integration services provided by the integration
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infrastructure. The application event manager provides a consistent mechanism for event
management (such as the arrival of data packets on a file descriptor). These functions can
be used by the application code and are used by both the application service and integrating
infrastructure interfaces.

The application code is provided by the application developer, so as to encode spe-
cific functionality and required behavior. Application independent services are general
services for communication, data access, and file management, and are not designed for
specific applications. Middleware technology is application-independent software that pro-
vides services that mediate between applications. Middleware technology provides standard
services for defining and maintaining interfaces, simplifying architectures, and securing
applications. It provides the runtime environment to manage requests between software
components.

Middleware provides a means of coping with the complexity of integrating applications
by providing: mechanisms by which applications can package functionality so that their
capabilities are accessible as services to other applications, and mechanisms by which
applications can share information with other applications, mechanisms by which appli-
cations can coordinate business processes. There are five basic types of middleware in
the market today. They are remote procedure call, database access middleware, message
oriented middleware, distributed object technology, and transaction processing monitors.
Global information system allows applications to share data sources available in a variety
of databases and file stores. These functions are implemented in an application indepen-
dent form. Communication services provide services that allow transparent communication
between various applications.

Rather than specifying the functionality of an application, the purpose of an II is to
facilitate an aggregation of that functionality by enabling and managing the required inter-
operation using suitable interfaces. An II can thus satisfy the dual requirements by providing
an appropriate set of integration services that collectively underpin the runtime integration
of a number of entities, (i.e., it is required to offer services which enable inter-operation)
and a set of integration tools which collectively define, manage, and change the associa-
tions formed between entities. When used in combination, the services and tools of an II
can unify the various activities carried out in a complex manufacturing enterprise, while
maintaining sufficient flexibility to allow such systems to evolve over a period of time, i.e.,
an infrastructure can have marked benefits in terms of dealing with complexity and adapt-
ability. Important advantages stem from an inherent separation of integration processes
from application processes, where the former are concerned with accomplishing system
inter-operation and the latter with realizing system functionality.

The internal functionality of independent and dependent API can be decomposed into four
simple functional blocks as follows. A service interface provides a consistent interaction
mechanism for all integration services provided by the infrastructure. Examples of services
currently offered includes establishing a logical (peer to peer) link to another application,
sending data to an application, and opening a file.

A runtime manager controls all processes external to the infrastructure (i.e., applications
and device drivers), monitors any error conditions that occur within it, and provides a
powerful facility for debugging and maintaining integrated systems.
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A configuration manager maintains all internal system configuration data and external
configuration files. An interface is provided to enable the manipulation of configuration
data. Such manipulations are also possible via the use of the configuration services offered
to applications.

A driver interface allows a variety of device drivers to interact with the infrastructure. Such
device drivers accommodate both diversity of functionality and the use of a range of commu-
nication protocols that enable interaction required to interact with system resources. Hence
the device drivers allow an installed base of machines, software applications, databases, and
communication networks, within any given manufacturing organization, to be incorporated
within integrated systems.

6. Implementation scenario

An integration platform was developed based on the architecture described in this paper.
This integration platform has subsequently facilitated integration of various applications
commonly deployed within a manufacturing enterprise as shown in Figure 4. The infor-
mation system and flow of information between different functions/applications include:
product information, such as product or part identification, part list, NC data, CAD data, en-
gineering data, and configuration management information; process informations, such as
work plans, manufacturing processes, activities, and operations; resource information such
as machines, humans, and applications; production planning information, such as plans,

Figure 4. Enterprise application integration.
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schedules, and inventories; production control and shop floor control information, such as
equipment status, labor allocation, quantities ordered, and quantities stored; and administra-
tive informations, such as personnel data, supplier data, customer data, cost, and orders. A
knowledge-based system was utilized to control information flows and for decision-making.
The knowledge-base is built using a multiagent concept in which the information agents
can collaborate with each other for retrieving and integrating information such that user’s
demands are met. Also by such means, users can interact with the agents to improve their
behavior or to change how a team of agents interoperate in a flexible manner. Data sharing
between these applications is achieved using component object modeling/distributed COM
technology.

This application is developed based on the use of eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
that improves the performance of Web-based applications. This technology allows accessing
data from database servers as an .xml file from a client machine and DCOM technology is
used to access the component from the external server. The component was developed in
Visual Basic and converted into a dynamic link library (dll) file. Then the dll file is registered
in the server using a Regsvr32 command. To enhance the reusability, these components were
invoked in any application using the active server pages.

6.1. Requirement specification and information flow

The system administration and IT service modules reside on a Windows NT server. The
enterprise objects and file repositories can exist in different databases residing on multiple
devices, typically on a server. This framework uses web servers and the HTTP protocol for
client-server communication. HTML and XML are used as the data format for the transfer
of data and wide-area level security that can work over the Internet or intranets and support
the concept of intermittent (connectionless) communication between clients and servers. In
the current platform implementation, active server pages and Microsoft Internet information
server are used as an integral part of the architecture, via MS XML parser for parsing XML
data, and the use of MS NT security mechanism.

6.2. Component-based solutions and re-use

Conventional approaches to integration, by suites of integrated but fundamentally separate
tools, result in a complex patchwork of code that must be carefully stitched together, and
are becoming increasingly brittle and indecipherable over time. Business objectives can be
obscured and lost in the translation from business process to technical implementation.

Component-based integration simplifies development and maintenance by re-use. Busi-
ness processes, sub-processes, process flows, data translations, data queries, human work-
flow steps, and other integration elements are grouped, and encapsulated into re-usable
components. A port is specified for each component, defining how other components may
interact with it as a service. By decoupling the component’s function from other compo-
nents, the port allows the service-based component to be re-used and changed more easily
without breaking some other element of the integration solution.
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6.3. Distributed artificial intelligence and software agents

Artificial intelligence enables the development of intelligent systems capable of making
decisions under conditions of uncertainty. Intelligence is a property that enables a system
to operate effectively when available information is inadequate. Information can be con-
sidered as a resource for reducing risks associated with decision-making, for accumulating
knowledge, and for organising the world. The agent (a software entity that assists people and
can act on their behalf) provides versatile mechanisms of interoperation and co-ordination,
and flexibility in assembling communities of autonomous service during development time
and runtime. The concepts of artificial intelligence and software agents were applied for
effective information flow and decision making between various applications. Human-
oriented user interfaces provide a conceptually natural means of interacting with multiple
distributed components. They provide integral support for the construction of multimode
interfaces, including the handling of user’s requests expressed in a natural language, treat
users as privileged members of an agent community, and support collaboration (simultane-
ous work over shared data and processing resources) between users and agents. Realistic
software engineering minimize the effort required to create new agents, to wrap existing
applications, encourage reuse of both domain-independent and domain-specific compo-
nents, and minimize platform and language barriers to the creation of new agents, as well
as wrapping of existing applications.

6.4. Extension to mobile application

A method for enabling reuse of the readily available Internet infrastructure and for trans-
forming plant information via wireless/mobile devices was developed. Figure 5 illustrates
the manner in which communication is enabled between a mobile client and the server.

• Origin server (wap-enabled): This is an ordinary web-server in which web documents
reside by adding WML extensions and multipurpose Internet mail extensions. A personal
web server has been used as a wireless application protocol-enabled server for storing
wireless application protocol (WAP) and active server pages (ASP) applications.

• WAP gateway server: Mobile devices are communicated to the server via the WAP gate-
way. The gateway acts like an ordinary Internet client. It requests and receives docu-
ments from the server on behalf of the mobile device using hyper text transfer protocol
(http).

Figure 5. Mobile access from the server.
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• A WAP-enabled device is a cell phone that has a WAP browser, microprocessor, and that
uses WAP as its protocol. The WAP protocol allows the mobile client to be connected to
the concerned gateway server and to access information.

6.5. Performance issues

The working of the II has improved the performance on different areas like resource sharing,
process incompatibility, synchronization of time, quality, prescribed cost, web compatibil-
ity, and customer adaptability. Also it reduces transaction hurdles, operational risk, and
maintenance risks of the enterprise application integration.

These issues have been addressed on the following modes. All resources have been
brought into a common platform and the distribution to several application areas has been
made through system gearing. Information flow between different applications are con-
trolled and coordinated by a synchronised mode of operation using the knowledge-base.
Quality control checks are incorporated in multi-layers of the system and suitable control
warning alarms in the form of error signals are made to warn/stop. To improve cost, the
development time has been controlled by modular development. Software interfaces have
been in-structured for web compatibility. Identifying and linking suitable interfaces have
handled transaction hurdles. Operational and maintenance risks have been overcome with
complete backup software/offline storage as modules. Issues in data-sharing have been
overcome by distributed database management system.

The platform supports load balancing, fault-tolerance, high availability, multi-threading,
multi-processing, information caching, routing, and high-speed data logging. Distributed
architecture facilitates scalability. Authentication, access control, and encryption incorpo-
rated in this application provide more security. Web-based administration capabilities and
native simple network management protocol provide manageability. Distributed transaction
management services coordinate activities across disparate systems, so that critical busi-
ness information is never lost or corrupted and improves reliability. Persistence provides
recovery in the event of system or network failure using reliable data storage.

It has been identified that performance in areas of resource sharing, process enactments,
information synchronisation, and performance quality has increased. Data/information shar-
ing effectiveness has a high level of satisfaction among all application units. Incorporation
of web-facility leads to online real-time performance, with a high degree of compactness,
convenience, and cost. Interactions among different applications showed higher dynamics.
Operational risks and transactional risks were reduced.

7. Conclusions

The integrating infrastructure proposals of the authors build upon a unique combination of
component-based object technology, web technology, and knowledge-based developmental
methods. An implemented version of this II is capable of improving the integration of busi-
ness processes, because its underlying web technology will facilitate cross-enterprise infor-
mation sharing through interconnectivity and integration. This paper conveys the essence
of the proposed integrated infrastructure development and implementation in the context
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of integrated automation system. A future goal of the authors is to reuse these ideas and to
integrate and create a virtual network of networked enterprises to enhance reconfigurability
and agility.
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